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Results

Assumptions:

Effect of environment can be modeled as quantum oracle
Deterministic strictly epochal environment (DSE)

Simplified version with
product states

The Hybrid Agent  [1]

5. State preparation:

7. Policy update (learning):

Classical epoch:
(Agent)

(Agent)

Prepare the state           .  
6. Effect of environment (Oracle):Apply the oracle unitary      : 

(Env)

The basis action states and basis reward states can be associated with the 
classical action    and reward   .The agent updates its policy                   
based on this feedback classically                                                    (e.g. projective simulation method [2]).  

The oracle decides if the chosen action sequence    is a rewarded one (        ).

Steps of a quantum round:

1. State preparation:
Quantum epoch:

Prepare the state           .  
Superposition of all action states: 

2. Effect of environment (Oracle):      
Apply unitary       on the prepared state, marking the searched
states: 

k x 

4. Measurement: A measurement of the action register in 
the computational basis results in a basis action state     
associated with the classical action   . (Agent)

(Env)

3. Reflection: Apply a reflection over the initial state:  

This leads to an increased amplitude of the winning states [3].

(Agent)

(Agent)

The actions are condensed:
winning actions 
losing actions

Instead of increasing only the 
probability of the rewarded action 
sequence     the agent increases 
all probabilities to choose      
over      

Challenges on NISQ Devices  
1.) Noisy devices: gate errors, measurement errors
2.) Limited number of qubits 
3.) Limited connectivity of qubits

Average reward of 2500 agents per 

epoch. The reward after k+1 epochs 

of the hybrid agent is equally 

distributed over each epoch.  

Histogram of the learning times of 

300 hybrid agents of a noisy 

simulation (Qiskit FakeMontreal).

                4 action qubits 

Average learning time of 600 

hybrid agents on 

ibmq_ehningen for 

simplified task and optimized 

gate decomposition:

     

     

    

5 qubits 

(3 action, 1 reward, 1 ancilla)
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Deterministic:

Strictly epochal:
Fixed length of action sequence:

Final reward R:
lose R=0, draw R=1

The selection of an action   
always leads to the same state   
  Policy:
Opponent (env) plays optimal 
strategy (rules see [4])
  Decision tree of tic tac toe (DSE)

Grover Search

Grover's algorithm [3]:

   Quadratic speed-up possible
   
   Amplitude ampification of searched
   states through quantum operations
        
   Rotation of initial state      closer to
   the subspace of the winning states    

After some iterations of the 

Grover search it's beneficial to 

switch playing only classical 

epochs

Motivation (Reinforcement Learning)

long-term expected reward

final reward R
action sequence

update policy to maximize

policy after t iterations 

One of the challenges faced by reinforcement learning agents are the significant 
time resources, i.e. number of interactions with the environment, required for 
learning. We demonstrate that the learning time can be significantly reduced by 
implementing a hybrid agent leveraging quantum effects, using the example of a 
quantum tic tac toe task.

Agent Environment

action 

percept 

reward

Ressource requirements  
Standard tic tac toe: action qubits:
                                n=8 qubits (with symmetry)
   reward qubit and             ancilla qubits
 CNOT count for n action qubits: 
 

Simplified tic tac toe + optimized gate decomposition:
                n=3 action qubits (                ) 
   reward qubit and   ancilla qubit
 CNOT count:

(+ gates from swapping)

(+ gates from swapping)


